AND CONCLUSIONS
INTRODUCTION
Pitch is a fundamental auditory quality important for the perception of speech and music. In speech, voice pitch conveys information concerning voicing, prosody, and speaker identity. In music 7 sequences of pitches comprise melodies, whereas their relationships determine harmonies. Common pitches facilitate the grouping of multiple sounds into auditory objects, whereas differences in pitch enhance their separation. The study of the physiological mechanisms subserving pitch therefore permits general insights into the neural basis of auditory information processing. Pitch perception has been studied extens ivel y through psychophysical methods, and the nature of the neural mechanisms underlying pitch has been vigorously debated for over a century. As a consequence there exists a large bodies of highly developed psychophysical observation and theory for pitch with which observed patterns of neural activity can be compared.
With very few exceptions, periodic complex acoustic stimuli evoke low pitches associated with their fundamental frequencies (&s). These low pitches have been variously labeled ' 'periodicity pitch,' ' "the pitch of complex tones," "virtual pitch, ' ' ' 'repetition pitch,' ' "the pitch of the missing fundamental," "residue pitch," "synthetic pitch," or "musical pitch" (de Boer 1976; Evans 1978; Moore 1989; Nordmark 1978; Plomp 1967 Plomp , 1976 Small 1970; Warren 1982) . These low pitches associated with multicomponent spectral patterns can be contrasted with ' 'place,' ' tral,' ' "analytical,' ' or "pure tone" pitches that are "specassociated with individual frequency components. Various psychophysical evidence suggests that place pitches and periodicity pitches may be produced by different neural mechanisms. Periodicity pitches can be reliably heard when there is little or no energy present at F0 (i.e., a missing fundamental) or when the frequency region of the fundamental is masked with noise (Licklider 1954) . This means that a particular frequency in order to region evoke ( place) need not be differentially a corresponding pitch. Conversely, excited a given frequency region can "give rise to sensations of widely different pitch" depending on the temporal pattern of stimulation (Ritsma 1962a ). It appears that periodicity pitch is not limited to humans, but is also perceived by many other animals: monkeys (Tomlinson and Schwartz 1988) , cats (Hefner and Whitfield 1976) , birds (Cynx 1986) , and fish (Fay 1972; Fay et al. 1983) .
Auditory physiologists have long appreciated the ability of auditory nerve fibers ( ANFs) to convey information concerning the frequency content of the stimulus through both spatial and temporal patterns of discharge (Evans 1978; Kiang et al. 1965; Rose et al. 1967; Wever 1949) . Early on it was observed that neural discharge periodicities corresponding to the low pitches of complex tones are present in ANFs, and most subsequent physiological studies of the pitch of complex tones have focused on temporal pattern information. In the auditory nerve, Rose and coworkers (Rose 1980; Rose et al. 1969) showed that pairs of harmonically related tones give rise to interspike intervals corresponding to the period of their common fundamental. They noted that these intervals are always at least as common as others in single-fiber interval distributions, and suggested that populations of fibers could convey this information more centrally. With the use of both harmonic and inharmonic, amplitude-modulated (AM) tones, Evans ( 1978 Evans ( , 1983 and Javel ( 1980) found interspike interval peaks corresponding to the perceived pitches. Temporal discharge patterns related to pitch have also been found for two-tone complexes ( Greenberg and Rhode 1987 ) , synthetic speech sounds (Delgutte 1980; Miller and Sachs 1984; Palmer et al. 1986) , and rippled noise (Fay et al. 1983; ten Kate and van Bekkum 1988) .
Models for pitch perception have coevolved with physiological observations. For over a century there has been an ongoing, shifting debate over the respective roles of place and temporal representations in the perception of pitch and other auditory forms (von Bekesy 1963; de Boer 1976; Boring 1942; Evans 1978; Lyon and Shamma 1995; Nordmark 1970 Nordmark , 1978 Small 1970) . Rate-place neural models use spatial discharge rate patterns in tonotopically ordered neural maps to represent the stimulus power spectrum. Spectrally based pattern recognition mechanisms for pitch then analyze this "central spectrum' ' to detect patterns of excitation that are indicative of sets of related harmonics, e.g., Goldstein ( 1973) ; Terhardt ( 1973 ) . Temporal-place models represent the fine temporal structure of neural discharges of each tonotopic place. Information concerning discharge synchrony between neighboring neurons (Young and Sachs 1979) and interspike intervals within single neurons (Goldstein and Srulovicz 1977; Houtsma and Smurzynski 1990; Srulovicz and Goldstein 1983) can be combined with place information to form a sharpened central spectrum that is then analyzed with the use of pattern recognition mechanisms. Purely temporal models combine interspike intervals from single auditory neurons in all frequency regions to produce "population interval distributions,' ' i.e., global distributions of intervals in neural populations. Purely temporal models can be based on either first-order intervals, i.e., between successive spikes (Moore 1989; van Noorden 1982) , or all-order intervals, i.e., between successive and nonsuccessive spikes (de Cheveigne 1986; Licklider 195 1, 1956 Licklider 195 1, , 1959 Meddis and Hewitt 1991 a,b) . All of these models embody a "predominant interval" hypothesis, that the pitch heard corresponds to the most frequent interval in a population interval distribution. A subsidiary hypothesis is that the strength of this pitch corresponds to the ratio between pitch-related intervals and the total number of intervals present. Similar temporal strategies for estimating pitch that use cochlear models and autocorrelation functions (Lyon and Shamma 1995; Slaney and Lyon 1993 ) have recently been implemented in silicon (Lazzaro and Mead 1989; Moore 1990 ). All of these purely temporal models successfully predict pitch for a wide range of complex stimuli, reinforcing the plausibility that the predominant interval hypothesis might hold at the level of the auditory nerve.
In the present study we assess how well features of the population all-order interspike interval distribution of the auditory nerve correspond with pitches perceived by human listeners. This study is the first attempt to test the predominant interval hypothesis directly, with the use of physiological data obtained from Dial-anesthetized cats. Pooled interspike interval distributions constructed from recorded responses of large numbers of single ANFs served as estimates of the distribution of intervals in the entire auditory nerve. Pitch predictions computed from these estimated population interval distributions were then compared with human pitch judgments to identify correspondences between pitch percepts and patterns of neural activity.
To carry out this project, complex stimuli that have played key roles in psychophysical studies of pitch were chosen. These stimuli included single-formant vowels, click trains, AM tones, quasi-frequency-modulated tones, AM broadband noise, Shepard-Risset tones, and equal-amplitude harmonic complex tones. The stimulus set covered a wide range of pitch phenomena: the missing fundamental, voice pitch, pitch equivalence between different stimuli, pitch of unresolved harmonics, pitch shift of inharmonic tones, phase invariance, pitch circularity, "rate pitch," and the dominance region for pitch. The extensive use of these kinds of stimuli in psychophysical experiments permitted detailed comparison between neural responses and patterns of pitch judgments. Stimuli continuously varying in pitch-related parameters were used to observe neural correlates of entire ranges of pitch.
In this paper we present the basic techniques that were used to estimate pitch and pitch salience from pooled interspike interval distributions and the basic findings concerning the pitch and pitch salience of harmonic stimuli and AM noise. A companion paper presents results for stimuli that produce more complex patterns of pitch judgments.
METHODS

Recording techniques
Surgical and recording methods were as described by Kiang et al. ( 1965) . Healthy cats were maintained in a state of surgical anesthesia throughout each experiment by an initial administration of Dial (75 mg/kg) in urethan, with supplementary doses given as needed. A posterior craniectomy was performed, and the bullae and middle ear cavities were opened on both sides. The cerebellum was retracted medially to expose the auditory nerve, and glass micropipette electrodes filled with 2 M KC1 were placed under visual observation. During the course of the experiment the animal was given dexamethasone to reduce brain swelling and Ringer saline to prevent dehydration. The condition of the cat's hearing was assessed by monitoring both pure tone thresholds for single ANFs and click-evoked thresholds of compound action potentials measured at the round window.
Recordings were carried out in a temperature-controlled, electrically shielded and acoustically isolated chamber. Spike arrival times were measured with 1 pus accuracy. Spontaneous discharge rates (SRs) were measured over 20 s. Threshold tuning curves for discharge rate [ SO-ms tone bursts (Gang et al. 1970) ] were used to measure the characteristic frequency (CF) of each unit. Units exhibiting abnormally high rate thresholds, above the 95% confidence interval for normal cat ANFs (Liberman 1982; Liberman and Gang 1978) ) were excluded from analysis. The rate thresholds and CFs of the 507 fibers from 13 cats that were included for analysis are shown in Fig. 1. AND 
Stimulus generation and delivery
Stimuli discussed in this paper are summarized in Table 1 . All stimuli were synthesized numerically. To efficiently study neural responses for many different pitches, most stimuli were continuously varied in a parameter associated with pitch [e.g., F0 or modulation frequency (F,) ] . The ranges of these stimulus variables are shown in third column of the table. An example of such a timevarying stimulus is the single-formant vowel shown in Fig. 2 . The stimulus has an F0 that varies sinusoidally between 80 and 160 Hz over its 530-ms duration (Fig. 2B) . Two segments of the stimulus waveform and their power spectra, at the beginning and middle of the stimulus, are shown in Fig. 2A .
The F0 for harmonic complexes was sinusoidally varied over 1 octave. For AM tones F, was varied over a l-octave range, while the carrier frequency (&.) was held constant. All stimuli were presented continuously.
Stimuli were generated by a 16-bit, digital-to-analog converter (MassComp DA04H). All signals were sampled at 100 kHz, lowpass filtered to reduce aliasing (cutoff 44 kHz), and delivered using a Beyer DT48 driver via closed, calibrated acoustic assembly. Total harmonic distortion for the sound delivery system was near -70 dB re fundamental measured for I-, 3-, and 5-kHz pure tones at 110 dB SPL. Distortion produced at the FOs of two-tone com- Stimulus parameters plexes (e.g., 3rd and 4th harmonics of 170 Hz) presented at -60 dB SPL was ~50 dB below the primaries. To control sound pressure waveform present at the eardrum, broadband stimuli were digitally filtered to compensate for the transfer characteristics of the acoustic assembly. Thus a given stimulus always had the same power spectrum at the eardrum for each ear studied. Unless otherwise noted, each stimulus was continuously presented to a given fiber 100 times at 60-dB total SPL.
Individual jiber autocorrelation histograms and autocorrelograms
Time intervals between spikes have been studied extensively in the spontaneous and stimulus-driven discharges of many different kinds of neurons (Perkell and Bullock 1968) . Most analyses of interspike intervals have examined distributions of "first-order interspike intervals,' ' which are intervals between successive spikes (Rodieck et al. 1962) . Intervals between both successive and nonsuccessive spikes, or "all-order intervals" can also be counted to form ' 'all-order interval histograms ' ' (h/loller 1970; Rodieck 1967) . Such histograms are also called "autocorrelation histograms' ' because of their formal equivalence to the autocorrelation function of spike trains (Licklider 195 1) . Because of their relation to renewal processes, these histograms are also called "renewal density functions,' ' "expectation density functions,' ' "intensity functions" and "postfiring interval distributions ' ' (Moller 1970) . Unless otherwise qualified, all mention here of interspike intervals refers to all-order intervals.
Most of the stimuli employed have time-varying periodicities that can produce rapid changes in interspike interval patterns. Visualization and analysis of changing interval distributions consequently requires a representation of spike train data that combines peristimulus time (PST) and interspike interval information. For similar reasons, running distributions of first-order intervals had been used by other workers to investigate interval coding in the visual system (Chung et al. 1970) ) discharge regularity in the cochlear nucleus (Bourk 1976)') and ANF responses to frequencymodulated tones (Sinex and Geisler 198 1) . Because the running interval representations used here consist of all-order intervals, they are called autocorrelograms.
These are related to analog "correlatograms' ' that were used for early autocorrelation analyses of speech (Lange 1967) .
The construction of an autocorrelogram from a spike train is schematized in Fig. 3 . Figure 3A shows two fundamental periods of a single-formant vowel and Fig. 3B shows a hypothetical response spike train consisting of four spikes (labeled a-d (Fig. 3C ) is a two-dimensional histogram whose bins contain the number of interspike intervals of a given length (vertical axis) ending at a particular time relative to the stimulus onset (horizontal axis). Thus horizontal bins represent PST, whereas vertical bins represent interspike interval. Autocorrelograms for three ANFs in response to a single-formant vowel are shown in Fig. 6 , A-C. In these single-fiber autocorrelograms, each dot corresponds to one interspike interval.
Pooled autocorrelation histograms and autocorrelograms
The interval distribution of a population of neurons can be estimated by summing the interval distributions of many single units randomly sampled from the population. All-order interval (autocorrelation) histograms for single ANFs were summed together to form pooled histograms. Because pooled interval distributions obtained from cats are to be compared primarily with human psychophysical data, and the CF distributions of the two species are somewhat different (Fig. 4, inset) , pooled distributions were weighted so as to approximate the estimated human CF distributions.
The same weighting procedures were used for autocorrelation histograms and autocorrelograms (Fig. 4) . First, interval distributions for single fibers (e.g., Figs. 5E and 6, A-C) were grouped by CF and summed to form octave band distributions. The octave bands had cutoffs at 0.36, 0.71, 1.4, 2.9, 5.7, and 11.4 kHz. Each octave band distribution was then normalized by the number of stimulus presentations represented in the octave band. The octave band distribution was weighted according to the proportion of similar CFs in the human distribution (Fig. 4, inset) . This human CF distribution was estimated by scaling the distribution of cat ANF CFs (Liberman 1982; Melcher 1993) downward in frequency by a factor of 2.8 (Greenwood 1990) . For example, the estimated proportion of human ANFs with CFs between 0.357 and 0.714 kHz was made equal to the estimated proportion of cat ANFs with CFs between 1 and 2 kHz (10.9%). The weighted octave band distributions were then added together to form the pooled interval distribution, which then served as an estimate of the population interval distribution of the human auditory nerve. For visual display purposes, pooled autocorrelograms were thresholded at the number of counts/bin, usually near the histogram mean, that best allowed them to be visualized and compared.
Algorithm for pitch estimation A simple algorithm based on the predominant interval hypothesis was developed for estimating pitch from pooled autocorrelation histograms. For steady-state stimuli, pooled autocorrelation histograms were compiled over the entire duration of the stimulus. For time-varying stimuli, pooled autocorrelation histograms were constructed from intervals that ended in consecutive, nonoverlapping 20-ms PST segments. Pooled autocorrelation histograms with lO+s binwidths were then smoothed by taking a 300-1.~~ moving average. The position of the highest interval peak was then taken as the estimate for the pitch period. Because the stimuli are locally periodic and the neural discharges are largely stimulus-locked, autocorrelation histograms invariably show periodic patterns of major and minor maxima that are related to the fundamental period (as in Figs. 5 F and 1 1) . When these multiple, harmonically related peaks were present, the position of the major peak representing in a particular interval bin of interest (signal) to the mean number of intervals per bin (background). "Fiber saliences" were peakto-background ratios computed from smoothed autocorrelation histograms of individual fibers. Estimates for the saliences of pitches produced by various stimuli (Table 2) were peak-to-background ratios computed from smoothed, pooled autocorrelation histograms. Because periodic patterns of maxima and minima exist in these histograms, and their spacing changes with Fo, taking the mean number of bin counts over a fixed window (e.g., O-15 ms) the shortest interspike interval was taken as the estimate of the pitch period.
Algorithm for pitch salience estimation
An interval-based signal-to-noise measure was developed for estimating pitch salience. This is the ratio of the number of intervals can introduce "edge effects' ' into computation of the background. at 6.25 ms (1 bin) by the mean number of intervals per bin for "Dead time" effects are similarly introduced if the computation the interval range of 3.125-9.375 ms. includes all intervals from 0 to 1 /F, ms. To minimize these effects, Both the pitch estimation and salience measures were selected background level was computed over a window l/F, ms wide in part because they do not depend on absolute numbers of spikes, centered on the interval of interest (signal). For example, peaka dependency that would confound cross-stimulus comparisons. To to-background ratios for 160-Hz pitches produced by stimuli with facilitate direct, visual comparisons of estimated saliences, some F0 = 160 Hz were computed by dividing the number of intervals pooled autocorrelation histograms (e.g., Fig. 11 ) were normalized For abbreviations, see Table 1 .
by dividing each bin count by the average number of bin counts taken over the whole histogram.
RESULTS
Pitch of single-formant vowels
Single-formant synthetic vowels were utilized both because of their spectral simplicity and because they permit investigation into the neural correlates of voice pitch. Vowels are created when trains of volume velocity (glottal) pulses are passed through resonant (oropharyngeal) cavities. The resulting signals are harmonic complexes with most of their energy near the resonant frequencies (formants). Although human vowels generally have multiple formants, synthetic single-formant vowels have only one formant, and therefore have a fairly narrowband spectrum ( Fig. 2A) . Despite relatively little energy at their fundamentals, vowels evoke strong, low "voice pitches" at F0 that are very stable over a wide range of SPLs.
Two single-formant vowels were constructed, one with F0 varying between 80 and 160 Hz, in the range of a male voice, ( (Fig. 5 B) . This PST ' 'neurogram" (Kiang and Moxon 1972; Kiang et al. 1979) shows the stimuluslocked character of the responses. Widespread synchrony across CFs exists in high-CF regions, whereas systematic, CF-dependent latency shifts due to cochlear delays disrupt such synchronies in low-CF regions. Summing the singlefiber PST histograms produces a pooled PST histogram (Fig.  5C ). Despite smearing due to the systematic latency shifts, periodicities corresponding to the fundamental and to the formant can be seen in the spacings of PST peaks.
The stimulus autocorrelation function ( (Fig. 5 F) . Positions of major and minor peaks in the pooled interval distribution correspond to those in the stimulus autocorrelation function. The first major peak in the histogram, i.e., the most frequent interval in the distribution, lies very close to the fundamental period 1 /F,, , which is the period of the pitch that is heard. The second major peak at 12.5 ms represents intervals spanning two fundamental periods. Interval multiples such as these (e.g., 1 /F,, 2/F,, , 3/F,. . .) are reflections of stimulus periodicities and the autocorrelation-like properties of interval representations.
Minor peaks are associated with the formant period 1 /FI and its multiples.
Running interval distributions in response to the entire variable-F0 single-formant vowel ( F0 = 80-160 Hz) are shown in Fig. 6 . Single-fiber autocorrelograms for three fibers with different CFs (Fig. 6 , A-C) all show many intervals that follow the fundamental as it changes. The lowest-CF fiber (Fig. 6A ) has a CF well below F1, whereas the highest-CF fiber (Fig. 6C ) has a CF well above it. Both of these autocorrelograms show mostly intervals near the fundamental period. Upper interval bands correspond to twice the fundamental period. The middle-CF fiber (Fig.  6B ) has a CF near F1, and its autocorrelogram shows many more interval bands. One set of straight bands corresponds to multiples of the fixed formant period (2/ F1 , 3 / F1 ) , whereas another set of undulating bands corresponds to the changing fundamental period ( 1 /F,, 2/F,). Other undulating bands represent intervals that are combinations of fundamental and formant periods (e.g., l/F, t l/F], l/F0 t 2/F,, etc.). For this fiber, interval bands associated with the formant (2/F,, 3/F,) are approximately as dense as those associated with the fundamental ( 1 / FO, 2/ FO). For comparison, the autocorrelation histograms of Fig. 5E correspond to PSTs 240-290 in the autocorrelograms of Fig. 6 .
To summarize the single-unit responses shown in Figs. 5 and 6, almost all fibers showed intervals related to the fundamental, and these intervals were generally at least as frequent as any other interval. Intervals for fibers with CFs away from the formant region were primarily related to the fundamental. In addition to FO-related intervals, fibers with CFs near the formant region showed comparable numbers of various formant-related intervals. This is consistent with the findings of previous studies (Delgutte 1980; Delgutte and Kiang 1984; Miller and Sachs 1984; Palmer et al. 1986) in which responses of fibers with CFs close to vowel formants discharged throughout the vowel period, showing relatively little modulation at FO. In these studies fibers with CFs far removed from formants discharged predominantly only over a fraction of the vowel period, generally showing more modulation at FO. Thus the present results, based on autocorrelation histograms and autocorrelograms, are consistent with earlier ones based on PST and period histograms.
The pooled, weighted autocorrelogram for 79 fibers is shown in Fig. 6D . The (voice) pitches heard follow the changing fundamental period 1 /F,, ( solid undulating line). The densest interval band follows the fundamental period quite closely throughout its entire octave range. Two cross sections of the autocorrelogram, labeled E and F, indicate 20-ms PST segments from which two pooled autocorrelation histograms (Fig. 6 , E and F) were constructed. Major peaks in these autocorrelation histograms thus correspond to the densest bands in the autocorrelogram for those segments. In both autocorrelation histograms, the first major interval peak closely coincides with the fundamental period, 1 /F,, . As in Fig. 5 F, minor peaks in the autocorrelation histograms correspond to formant-related periodicities. As in the autocorrelogram for the middle-CF fiber (Fig. 6B ), the pooled autocorrelogram shows sets of minor interval bands related to the formant period and formant-fundamental combinations, their main difference being in the greater proportion of FO-related intervals in the pooled case. 
Peristimulus time (ms)
Interval (ms) teractions are seen in pooled interval distributions for multiple-formant synthetic vowels (Delgutte 1996; Lyon and Shamma 1995 ) , where these patterns can be utilized to discriminate single vowels (Palmer 1992), to identify concurrent vowel pairs (Cariani and Delgutte 1993, 1994) , and to provide explicit neural representations of F1 (Hirahara et al. 1996) . More quantitative estimates for pitch and pitch salience are presented in Table 2 . Each estimate is based on 100 stimulus presentations per fiber, with responses taken from stimulus segments of specified lengths. The estimated pitch for the single-formant vowel presented at 60 dB SPL when FO = 160 Hz (PSTs 240-290 ms) was 158.7, a deviation of 0.8%.
Robustness of pitch estimates with respect to sampling variability
The estimation of pitch from pooled interval distributions was found to be very robust with respect to which fibers were sampled. Each stimulus of Table 1 produced a characteristic pooled interval distribution that remained quite stable once data from > 15-20 fibers ( 100 stimulus presentations per fiber) were included. Subsequent exclusion or inclusion of single fibers, whatever their CF or SR, generally altered the shape of this distribution very little.
For harmonic stimuli, the procedure of weighting by CF band also had little effect on interval distributions. Figure 7 shows both unweighted and weighted pooled autocorrelograms and autocorrelation histograms for the variable-FO single-formant vowel ( FO = 160-320 Hz). Weighted distributions (Fig. 7 , C and 0) were sometimes slightly noisier than their unweighted counterparts (Fig. 7, A and B) because of underrepresentation of particular CFs in fiber samples (e.g., high CFs for a low-frequency stimulus or vice versa).
Noisier pooled interval distributions are produced when responses averaged across fewer fibers are weighted more heavily to compensate for their fewer numbers. This difference notwithstanding, the shapes and peak-to-background ratios of the weighted and unweighted distributions in Fig.  7 are very similar. Pitches estimated from weighted distributions were also very similar to those previously estimated from unweighted distributions ( Cariani and Delgutte 1992; Delgutte and Cariani 1992). Although explicit weighting by CF band generally matters less for harmonic stimuli, it is potentially more important for inharmonic stimuli (e.g., as in the companion paper), especially where multiple competing periodicities are present in different frequency bands.
The stability of pooled interval distributions with respect to sampling variation gives some indication of the robustness of a population interval code for pitch. Because FO-related intervals are often present across many CF regions, selection of fibers with particular CFs is generally not critical. Because the interval information produced by each fiber is relatively precise (Goldstein and Srulovicz 1977; Siebert 1970) , highly accurate estimates of FO are possible with the use of small numbers of randomly chosen fibers.
Pitch invariance with stimulus level
Pitch judgments for harmonic complex tones are nearly invariant over a wide range of stimulus levels, changing < l-2% as levels are raised from 40 to 80 dB SPL (Plomp 1976; Zwicker and Fast1 1990) . The perceived strengths of the low pitches of complex tones are generally weak at low levels, rise rapidly at moderate levels, and plateau for higher levels (Bilsen and Ritsma 1970; Yost and Hill 1978) .
Pooled autocorrelograms for two single-formant vowels (F = 80-160 Hz; FO = 160-320 Hz) at three stimulus le:els (40, 60, and 80 dB SPL) are shown in Fig. 8 most frequent interval was always very close to the perceived pitch period over the entire range of levels (40-80 dB SPL) and fundamentals (80-320 Hz). Precise positions of interval peaks and their relative heights are best seen in pooled autocorrelation histograms for the same stimulus (Fig. 9 , A-C).
More quantitative estimates are presented in Table 2 for F. = 160 Hz, where the difference between physiologically estimated pitches and the fundamental ranged from 0.3 to 0.8%. All of these measures confirm that pitches estimated from pooled interval distributions maintain a high degree of accuracy over a very wide dynamic range (40 dB ) .
Interval peak-to-background ratios, which were used as estimates of pitch salience, remained high from 40 to 80 dB SPL. This is qualitatively seen in the densities of &related interval bands in autocorrelograms relative to their background (Fig. 8 ) , and in peak-to-background ratios of pooled autocorrelation histograms (Fig. 9) . Quantitatively, estimated saliences for F0 = 160 Hz were 2.5, 3.1, and 2.6 for 40, 60, and 80 dB SPL, respectively (Table 2 ). These high estimated saliences are in broad agreement with the strong pitches that are heard at these levels for similar harmonic complexes.
For single-formant vowels, salience estimates can be described in terms of three sets of intervals: those near the fundamental period 1 /F,, those related to components near F1, and those produced by spontaneous activity. For low F,s, the closely spaced components in the formant region produce fused interval peaks at 1 lF1 and its multiples. In the autocorrelation histograms of Fig. 9 , intervals near 1 /F, form the highest peak, other formant-related intervals form the smaller side-peaks, and spontaneous activity forms the baseline. At 40 dB SPL (Fig. 9A) , salience is primarily the ratio of FO-related intervals to spontaneous activity. As levels increase to 60 and 80 dB SPL (Fig. 9, B and C) , the proportion of formant-related intervals increases, and salience is mainly determined by the ratio of FO-related intervals to formant-related ones. The proportional increase in formantrelated intervals causes the estimated salience for this stimulus to decline slightly at higher levels.
First-order intervals versus all-order intervals
Some temporal models for pitch have utilized first-order interspike intervals (i.e., those between successive spikes) rather than all-order intervals (i.e., those between both successive and nonsuccessive spikes). Pooled distributions of all-order intervals (Fig. 9 , A-C) were compared with those of first-order intervals (Fig. 9, D-F Waveforms, power spectra, and short-tin& aitocokelati'on 40 dB functions for six stimuli that evoke the same pitch at 160 Hz are shown in Fig. 10 . These stimuli are (A) a 160-Hz pure tone, (B) an AM tone with a low-frequency carrier (F, = 640 Hz, F,,, = 160 Hz), ( C) a complex tone consisting of harmonics 6-12 of 160 Hz, (D) an AM tone with a highfrequency carrier (F, = 6,400 Hz, Fm = 160 Hz), (E) a 25 click train whose F0 is 160 Hz, and (F) an AM broadband noise (F, = 160 Hz, cutoff 20 kHz). The pure tone was included in the stimulus set because it is involved in many operational definitions of pitch, one definition being "that quality of a stimulus which can be matched to the frequency of a pure tone" (Burns and Feth 1983; Moore 1989) . The AM tones and the equal-magnitude harmonic complex (Fig.  10 , B, C, and E) have missing fundamentals, i.e., they have no spectral energy at 160 Hz. Their regions of greatest spectral energy are located in medium-to high-frequency re-25 gions, well above the fundamental.
Some of the stimuli, such as the pure tone and the AM c I has a maximum at the modulation period 1 /F,,, . The autocorrelation functions of all six pitch-equivalent stimuli have common maxima at lags corresponding to their common pitch (l/160 Hz = 6.25 ms). stimulus levels, the same set of fibers was used to compute both interv al distributions. For all levels the most frequent Pooled all-order interval distributions for the six stimuli all-order in terval is alwavs at the fundamental 1 / FO. In conare shown in Fig. 11 . Weighted, pooled autocorrelation histrast, the most frequent first-order interval is dependent on tograms were smoothed and then normalized by dividing the stimulus level, moving from twice the formant period ( 3.1 number of intervals in each bin by the mean number of ms) at 40 dB SPL to the fundamental period ( 12.5 ms) at intervals per bin. In all six distributions the highest peak 60 dB SPL, then back to the formant period ( 1.6 ms) at always lies close to the pitch period (arrows).
The pitch 80 dB SPL. Although positions of major peaks in the two estimates in Table 2 confirm this qualitative impression, with distributions are the same, the relative heights of peaks in most estimates deviating < 1% from perceived pitches at first-order interval distributions change with level, thereby either FO or F,. Those stimuli that produced larger deviaaltering pitch estimates. Thus, for this stimulus, pitch estitions, the high-FC AM tone (4.2%) and the AM noise mates based on all-order intervals are much more stable with ( 1.3%)) also have more diffuse pitches. In general, the forms respect to level than those based on first-order intervals. As of pooled interval distributions (Fig. 11) roughly resembled a consequence, all further analyses here are based on allthose of their respective stimulus autocorrelation functions order interspike intervals. (Fig. 10 ). the top four stimuli (Fig. 10, A-D) evoke relatively strong pitches (Fast1 and Stoll 1979)) whereas the AM noise evokes a much weaker pitch (Burns and Viemeister 1976; Miller and Taylor 1948) . The AM tone with the high-frequency carrier (Fig. 10E) lies just outside the region for which definite pitch matches can be made by human listeners (Fast1 and Stoll 1979; Ritsma 1962a,b) .
Examining the pooled autocorrelation histograms of Fig.  11 , the peak-to-background ratios for the AM high-F, tone and the AM noise stimuli are noticeably smaller than those for the other four stimuli. This impression is confirmed in the computed salience estimates of Table 2 . SDS were generally a few percent of the estimate. Stimuli that evoke strong pitches have estimated salience values ranging from 1.7 to 3.1, whereas the AM noise that produces a weak but discernible pitch range had an estimated salience of 1.3. The AM tone with the high-frequency carrier, with its ill-defined and barely perceptible pitch (Fast1 and Stoll 1979)) had a salience of 1.1. This would suggest that a peak-to-background ratio of roughly 1.2 or more is needed before a definite pitch can be detected. In addition to differences in peak-tobackground ratios, the interval peaks for these two stimuli are also broader and less well defined than those in the other histograms. There is thus a qualitative correspondence between the physiological salience measure and human rankings of pitch strength: those stimuli that evoke strong pitches produce relatively higher interval peaks, whereas those that evoke weak pitches produce flatter, more uniform interval distributions.
Despite this broad agreement between psychophysically observed saliences and their physiologically estimated counterparts, a discrepancy does exist between psychophysical rankings of pitch strength and those obtained from pooled interval distributions. In psychophysical studies, human listeners almost always judge a pure tone to have a stronger pitch than harmonic complexes with a missing fundamental (Fast1 and Stoll 1979; Zwicker and Fast1 1990) . However, examining the physiologically estimated saliences of Table  2 , the pure tone had a considerably lower salience ( 1.7, Table 2 ) than most of the complex tones: the single-formant vowel (3.1), the low-F, AM tone (2.7), harmonics 6-12 (2.7), and the click train (2.6). 12E) is less clear. In contrast to narrowband stimuli, broadband stimuli (click train, AM noise) produced elevated fiber saliences over wider ranges of CFs.
For any stimulus, low-and medium-SR fibers generally produce most of both the lowest and the highest fiber saliences. Fiber saliences of zero are usually the result of very low discharge rates, when no intervals at 1 /F, may be produced. The highest fiber saliences tend to be produced by low-and medium-SR fibers, because a small number of FOrelated intervals can dramatically boost fiber saliences when there is little background activity ( "spontaneous' ' discharges). Much of the scatter in distributions of fiber saliences (e.g., Fig. 12, B-D) is thus due to interfiber differences in rates of spontaneous and/or driven discharge. Pooling of single-fiber interval distributions averaged out many of these factors to produce much less variable estimates of pitch salience. Pooled autocorrelation histograms for 6 stimuli that evoke a pitch at 160 Hz. Histograms have been normalized to the mean number of counts per bin and smoothed. Arrows: position of the fundamental period l/F, and/or modulation period 1 lF, (6.25 ms). A: pure tone, 160 Hz. B: AM tone with a low-frequency carrier [carrier frequency (F,) = 640 Hz, F, = 160 Hz]. C: harmonic complex (harmonics 6-12 of 160 Hz). D: AM tone with a high-frequency carrier ( Fc = 6,400 Hz, F, = 160 Hz). E: unipolar click train (F. = 160 Hz). F: AM broadband noise with F, = 160 Hz. All stimuli presented at 60 dB total SPL. Numbers of fibers for histograms A-F, respectively: 85, 54, 49, 56, 53, 50 . Stimuli in A-D produce strong pitches, whereas stimuli in E and F produce weak ones.
The six stimuli of Fig. 10 have different power spectra, and consequently excite different regions of the auditory nerve. One means of assessing the contributions of different CF regions to physiologically estimated saliences is to examine peak-to-background ratios in interval histograms of single fibers. These ratios, or fiber saliences, are plotted against fiber CFs for each of the six stimuli in Fig. 12 . Narrowband stimuli (pure tone, harmonics 6-12, AM tones) produced patterns of fiber saliences that broadly depended on fiber CF and stimulus spectrum. For example, fiber saliences for the 160-Hz pure tone (Fig. 12A) are generally highest for very low CFs, decreasing to unity as CFs increase beyond l-2 kHz. For the low-F, AM tone (Fig. 12 B) and harmonics 6-12 (Fig. 12C) , the highest fiber saliences in each SR class are found for CFs bordering stimulus frequency regions containing intense components. Lower fiber saliences are found for CFs within those frequency regions, where ratios of FOrelated to component-related intervals decline as fibers are driven into saturation (as in fibers with CFs near vowel formants, Fig. 6B ). Whether a similar notched pattern of highest fiber saliences exists for the high-F, AM tone ( Asterisk in A : medium-spontaneous discharge rate (SR) fiber with a fiber salience of 9.5. the auditory nerve corresponded closely to the low pitch that would be heard by a human listener ( Table 2 ). The one exception to this rule that was found, involving alternatingpolarity click trains, is discussed in the companion paper.
The results reported here are consistent with other published reports of the temporal discharges of ANFs in response to complex harmonic stimuli, which used interspike interval distributions (Evans 1978 (Evans , 1983 (Evans , 1986 Greenberg 1986; Horst et al. 1986 Horst et al. , 1992 Javel 1980; Javel et al. 1988; Kim et al. 1990; Rose 1980; Voigt et al. 1982) ) period histograms (Delgutte 1980; Deng and Geisler 1987; Miller and Sachs 1984; Palmer et al. 1986; Young and Sachs 1979) ) and PST histograms (Feng et al. 1991; Seeker-Walker and Searle 1990) . Data from these studies indicate that interspike intervals and/or discharge periodicities related to the fundamental are present in the responses of many single ANFs. The present study is the first to explicitly combine interval distributions from many fibers to form an estimate of the population interval distribution of the auditory nerve, and to investigate correspondences between this population distribution and human pitch judgments. This study also employed a much more extensive set of stimuli than has been used previously.
Like human pitch judgments, interval-based pitch estimates were largely unaffected by stimulus level. In the case of single-formant vowels, the positions of interval peaks in a 2-octave range of stimulus &s (80-320 Hz) remained stable over a 40-dB range of levels (Figs. 8 and 9 ). These results are consistent with single-fiber interval distributions in response to click trains seen by Evans ( 1983) . If interval information is used by central processors for the estimation of pitch, then relative invariance of pitch with respect to level is a direct consequence of the level-invariant nature of in terspike interval Although some distributions. level-dependent pitch shifts are observed psychophysically, these shifts are generally small ( < 1%) for harmonic complexes with many components (Zwicker and Fast1 1990) . Thus systematic level-dependent pitch shifts would be expected to be minimal with the singleformant vowels used here, and none were seen. Small shifts in pooled interval distribut ions cannot be ruled out en tirely, because means t SE for these pitch estimates were also on the order of 1%. Level-dependent pitch shifts could also be produced by combining interval information with that from other aspects of neural activity that do shift with level, such as rate-place patterns or relative spike latencies.
Pitch of unresolved harmonics
I Spectral pattern models explain stimulus equivalence in terms of common harmonic relations in a central spectrum. A central pitch processor analyzes patterns of neural excitation in central auditory frequency maps in order to make pitch discriminations" For harmonic spectral patterns to be distinguished, the precise locations of spectral peaks must first be estimated. Harmonic complexes with higher-frequency partials, such as the harmonics 6-12 for fundamentals > 180 Hz and the high-F, AM tone, contain only closely spaced harmonics that are not resolved psychophysically (Plomp 1964; Plomp and Mimpen 1968) . Rate-place profiles of ANFs do not resolve these higher-frequency harmonics, and as a consequence, pure rate-place models are hard pressed to explain pitches evoked by these stimuli.
Interspike intervals related to pitches of unresolved harmonics were observed in individual ANFs for harmonics 6--12 for fundamentals > 180 Hz and for the high-l;, AM tone (see also Figs. 9 and 10 in the companion paper-). Harmonics 6-12 of 160 Hz (Fig. 1 OC) are a borderline case, because the 6th harmonic would be barely discernible (Plomp 1964; Plomp and Mimpen 1968) . As with harmonic stimuli consisting of resolved harmonics, the most frequent intervals in pooled interval distributions correspond to the low pitches that are heard. Pitches of stimuli consisting completely of unresolved harmonics are generally weak and diffuse, and the pooled interval distributions for these stimuli correspondingly show broad, shallow peaks that generate less precise pitch estimates.
A conceptual model (Fig. 13) is helpful in explaining these factors in the context of interval-based theories of pitch (Meddis and Hewitt 1991 b; Moore 1989; van Noorden 1982) . Figure 13A illustrates the case for sets of low-frequency ("resolved") harmonics. The stimulus waveform is an AM tone consisting of harmonics 3, 4, and 5 (& -l;;ll, F,, Fc + F,,, & = &). The waveform is assumed to be filtered by the cochlea to produce completely resolved components in each frequency channel. Transduction at hair cells and synaptic transmission are represented by half-wave rectifications and low-pass filtering. The autocorrelation of the output at each idealized ANF approximates the all-order interval distribution for that fiber. Thus intervals corresponding to the period of the one resolved component and its subharmonics are produced in each of the channels. Because each frequency component is a harmonic of &, the fundamental period is an integer multiple of each component's period. Although intervals at the fundamental period are no more frequent in any one channel than those associated with individual components, all resolved channels have intervals at the common fundamental period. Thus, when channel interval distributions are summed together, these intervals at the fundamental are most frequent in the pooled distribution. The resulting pooled autocorrelation function approximates the stimulus autocorrelation function (compare with Fig. IOB) , which in turn closely resembles the pooled interval distribution that is observed physiologically (Fig. 11 B) . These similarities are obtained because the summed autocorrelations of sinusoidal components equal the autocorrelation of the sum of the components [ i.e., the stimulus as a whole (Licklider 195 1) 1. Figure 13B illustrates the case for frequency channels whose center frequencies are well removed from the frequencies present in the stimulus. In this case there is no differential filtering of individual components, so that all components are attenuated roughly equally, leaving individual harmonics unresolved by the filter. The resulting waveform is rectified and low-pass filtered. Here each channel interval distribution will resemble the autocorrelation of the original waveform, with the most frequent interval being at the fundamental. If the waveform is attenuated sufficiently, only the interval peak at the fundamental will be produced. For the single-formant vowel (Figs. 5 E and 6, A and C), interval distributions for fibers with CFs far removed from the formant show this pattern. Figure 13C illustrates the case for a stimulus with highfrequency components, an AM tone similar to that of tive to the bandwidth of high-CF cochlear filters, there is no differential attenuation. Here rectification and low-pass filtering remove high-frequency components, leaving only the residue of envelope modulation. Thus for low frequencies the fine structure of the waveform is preserved, whereas for high frequencies only the envelope remains. The autocorrelation of this envelope has a broad peak at the fundamental period 1 / Fm . Any combination of these processes produces pooled autocorrelation functions that have a maximum at the fundamental period, so that the distinction between resolved and ' 'unresolved' ' harmonics is not an essential one for intervalbased theories of pitch (Meddis and Hewitt 199 lb; Moore 1989) . Similarly, although different frequency channels can produce different channel autocorrelation functions, for harmonic stimuli the most frequent interval in the pooled distribution invariably corresponds to the fundamental. This potential difference between individual channel autocorrelations and the pooled autocorrelation underscores the importance of summing across all channels. Examination of the autocorrelation function in a particular frequency region, especially for inharmonic stimuli and/or analysis of singleunit responses in isolation, can therefore yield pitch estimates that are at variance with human pitch judgments. Models for pitch therefore need to take CF distributions into account (e.g., through peripheral weighting functions) in or- der to obtain accurate and robust predictions Hill 1978, 1979) .
Neural discharge patterns associated with AM noise are of interest because these stimuli pose difficulties for pitch models that are based on analysis of long-term power spectra (Burns and Viemeister 1976; Moore and Glasberg 1986) . Because AM noise has a flat, long-term power spectrum (Fig. 10 F) , there is no harmonic structure to be recognized if medium or long rate-integration periods ( >20 ms) are assumed for rate-place profiles. AM noise, nevertheless, produces a weak pitch near F, that is capable of conveying a melody (Burns and Viemeister 1976, 198 1) . Whether the short-time spectrum of AM noise contains the requisite information for this nonspectral pitch has been a matter of some debate (Houtsma et al. 1980; Pierce et al. 1977) .
In terms of temporal models, it has been pointed out that short-term temporal correlations near 1 /F,, are created through amplitude modulation, that these correlations are strengthened by half-wave rectification, and that therefore neural discharge periodicities at 1 lF,, should be produced that are amenable to analysis by temporal autocorrelation (Licklider 1951 (Licklider , 1959 Patterson et al. 1978) . Human psychophysical data concerning the relation of modulation de-tection and pitch discrimination thresholds for AM noise also appear to be consistent with a temporal autocorrelation analysis (Patterson et al. 1978) .
Interspike intervals related to the modulation period 1 l& are indeed present in significant numbers of ANFs. Consequently, the most frequent intervals in the pooled distribution (Fig. 11F) are those near the modulation period 1 lF,. In contrast to the difficulties of estimating such pitches from spectral profiles, the pitches of AM noise stimuli are simply explained in terms of interspike intervals. The relative weakness of these pitches is explained by the relatively lower proportion of intervals near 1 lF, that are present in the auditory nerve.
Pitch equivalence
Pitch equivalence, the production of similar pitches by complex tones of different spectral composition, is a fundamental feature of pitch perception. Perceptual equivalence of different stimuli permits the identification of commonalities in neural responses that may be involved in the production of the percept. The property of neural population responses that was similar for all of the pitch-equivalent stimuli studied was the duration of the most common interspike interval present. This is strong evidence in favor of an interspike interval code as a possible ' 'neural code for pitch.' ' If such a code is indeed used, perceptual equivalence would be a direct consequence of both the properties of interval codes and the action of a central processer that analyzes interval patterns.
Interspike interval codes are are closely related to autocorrelation operations, because both essentially represent distributions of times between threshold crossings of an input signal (Licklider 195 1, 1959 ) . Pooled interval distributions were found to be very similar in form to the short-term autocorrelations of their respective stimuli, once transduction (rectification) and synaptic transmission (low-pass filtering) are taken into account (Figs. 10 and 11 ) . Thus pooled interval distributions are autocorrelation-like neural representations of the stimulus, and analysis of these distributions effects an analysis of the stimulus autocorrelation function. Stimuli that produce similar periodicity pitches may do so because of basic properties inherent in autocorrelations, specifically in the harmonic structure that is inherent in sets of time intervals. Pitch equivalence would then be a direct consequence of a particular neural coding strategy rather than the result of complex spectral pattern equivalence classes that are either preestablished (Cohen et al. 1994; Dui fhuis et al. 1982; Gerson and Goldstein 1978; Terhardt et al. 1982b) or organized through experience (Bharucha 199 1; Terhardt 1973 ) .
Although diverse stimuli may have similar pitches, they can still differ in timbre, i.e., that quality of a sound that is neither loudness, pitch, duration, or location (Moore 1989). Timbre is a multidimensional quality influenced by spectral shape, amplitude dynamics, phase spectrum, and spectrotemporal structure. Those aspects of timbre related to periodicities <5 kHz have neural correlates in temporal patterns of discharge (Lyon and Shamma 1995) . For example, synthetic vowels can be discriminated purely on the basis of patterns of short intervals ( <5 ms ) in pooled interval distributions (Cariani and Delgutte 1993, 1994; Palmer 1992) . Subjectively, the stimuli of Fig. 10 can be distinguished by their timbres, as can their corresponding patterns of minor peaks in pooled interval distributions (Fig. 11) . On the other hand, pure tones, high-FC AM tones, and AM noise have strikingly different timbres, whereas the forms of their pooled interval distributions (Fig. 11, A , E, and F) bear considerable similarity. Clearly, shapes of pooled interval distributions alone cannot provide a full account for even these relatively simple timbre differences. Part of the difficulty is that pooled interval patterns produced by noise and high-frequency tones are not distinguishable from those produced by spontaneous activity. Thus more elaborate representations that incorporate both spatial and temporal structure (Lyon and Shamma 1995; Patterson and Akeroyd 1995; Patterson et al. 1995) are probably needed to explain the neural basis of timbre.
Neural correlates of pitch salience Pitch saliences estimated from peak-to-background ratios in pooled interval distributions generally corresponded well with rankings of pitch saliences in psychophysical studies (Fast1 and Stoll 1979; Zwicker and Fast1 1990) . Similar autocorrelation-based measures appear to account for the strengths of pitches produced by rippled noise (Shofner and Yost 1995; Yost et al. 1996) . Where strong pitches would be expected from the psychophysics, high peak-to-background ratios were seen in interval distributions. Those stimuli that evoke weak or barely discernible pitches (AM noise, high-FC AM tones) had physiological salience measures of l.l-1.3, whereas those that evoke strong pitches all had saliences > 1.5. The physiological salience measure appeared to be consistent across stimuli, because stimuli with similar power spectra produced comparable salience estimates. For example, estimated saliences (Table 2) for the single-formant vowel (3.1) and the low-FC AM tone (2.7) were similar, as well as those estimated for harmonics 6-12 (2.7) and the click train (2.6).
In many respects the peak-to-background measure used here to estimate salience is analogous to others that have been used in autocorrelation-based models for pitch (Wightman 1973b; Hill 1978, 1979) . Its principal shortcoming was its underestimation of the pure tone pitch relative to those of complex tones. Human listeners perceive pure tones to have pitches at least as strong as those produced by complex tones with the same Fo, yet the physiologically estimated salience of the 160-Hz pure tone ( 1.7, Table 2 ) was significantly lower than that of comparable complex tones (2.7-3.1) . Possible reasons for this discrepancy could involve I) underestimation of the contributions of low-CF fibers in the human auditory nerve, 2) dependence of pitch salience on the masses of interval peaks, rather than their peak-to-background ratios (interval peaks for pure tones are broader than for complex tones), 3) the presence of central matched filters favoring transmission of interspike intervals near 1 /CF to higher auditory stations, as is assumed in some auditory models (Srulovicz and Goldstein 1983), or 4) the action of a central pitch processor that combines both place and interval information.
Interval-based pitch representations provide possible explanations for why different stimuli produce stronger or weaker pitches. For example, why does an AM tone with a low-frequency carrier produce a much stronger pitch than one with a high-frequency carrier? Peak-to-background ratios in pooled interval distributions are the consequence of how many fibers respond (spread of excitation), how strongly each fiber responds (discharge rate), and the proportion of pitch-related intervals that each fiber produces (single-fiber salience). Within each CF region, numbers of responding fibers and their discharge rates determine the magnitude of each region's contribution to the pooled interval distribution. Asymmetries in cochlear filters mean that stimuli with lower-frequency components produce a larger spread of excitation than higher-frequency ones. Thus the low-& AM tone excites more fibers than its high-& counterpart. Interval production is also affected by the frequencies of the components involved. Intervals related to pitch ( l/ F,) are produced by discharges that follow either the fine structure of the waveform or its envelope. Because phaselocking to fine structure declines as component frequencies increase, this mechanism produces most &related intervals for sets of low-frequency components. In contrast, locking of discharges to the envelope produces most &related intervals for sets of high-frequency components. Phase-locking to low-frequency harmonics produces proportionately more &related intervals (higher fiber saliences) than phase-locking to the waveform envelope (compare magnitudes of fiber saliences in Fig. 11 , B and E). All three factors (spread of excitation, discharge rates, fiber saliences) combine to produce dramatically higher peak-to-background ratios in pooled interval distributions for sets of lower-frequency harmonics (compare in Table 2 estimated saliences of the lowFc AM, 2.7, vs. its higher-F, counterpart, 1.1) . Thus an interval-based theory of pitch predicts that, all other factors being equal, low-frequency harmonics should give rise to stronger pitches than higher-frequency ones. This is consistent with the existence of a low-frequency "dominance region" for pitch, whose neural correlates are investigated in the companion paper.
Implications for temporal models for pitch
The autocorrelation-based analysis utilized in this study is similar to models for pitch that combine the temporal response patterns of all frequency channels to compute a global temporal representation ( Ghitza 1992; Licklider 195 1, 1959; Lyon and Shamma 1995; Meddis and Hewitt 1991a,b; Moore 1989; Patterson 1987; Slaney and Lyon 1991, 1993; Yost et al. 1996) . The results reported here are broadly compatible with those models. Many similarities and interrelations between the models are discussed elsewhere (Lyon and Shamma 1995; Meddis and Hewitt 1991a,b; Yost et al. 1996) .
The operations used by Meddis and Hewitt ( 1991a,b) and Slaney and Lyon ( 1991, 1993) in their simulations parallel the data-processing operations used here. Autocorrelations of single-channel responses are summed to form pooled autocorrelation-like responses, from which pitch is then estimated. For each of their 128 simulated ANFs, Meddis and Hewitt used a multistage model of the auditory periphery to compute PST histograms (running discharge probabilities) from which single-fiber autocorrelation functions were then computed. Slaney and Lyon computed channel autocorrelation functions directly from a cochlear model. PST histograms and channel autocorrelation functions were then displayed as ' 'cochleograms' ' that are similar to the autocorrelation neurogram of Fig. 5E . All single-channel autocorrelation functions were added together to form "summary autocorrelation functions,' ' wherein a pitch extractor finds the major maximum representing the shortest time interval, i.e., the highest pitch. These models and the present study differed mainly in their respective use of simulated versus physiologically observed spike trains. Real spike trains reflect all of the underlying physiological processes at work, and therefore also incorporate (unknown or partially understood) factors that may not be represented in the models (e.g., certain cochlear nonlinearities, refractoriness).
In the present study we also compiled interval distributions directly from spike trains rather than from simulated discharge probabilities or cochlear response functions. Temporal fine structure can be smeared out by such averaging of responses prior to counting of intervals. Although direct computation of intervals is not so critical in the auditory nerve, where responses are rigidly stimulus-locked, it becomes more important in auditory stations where response latencies can vary from presentation to presentation.
Some other temporal models for pitch use only first-order interspike intervals (Ghitza 1992; Moore 1989; van Noorden 1982) . However, unlike pitch estimates based on all-order intervals, those based on first-order intervals can show large discontinuities with changes in level (Fig. 9) . Because the low pitches that are heard are very stable over a wide range of levels, neural representations based on all-order intervals yield pitch estimates that are more in accord with patterns of human pitch judgments.
Implications for place models of pitch In contrast to temporal models, place models for pitch use a central representation of the power spectrum of the stimulus. The central spectrum is formed by computing the relative amount of neural excitation at different places in a tonotopic map. The simplest rate-place models assume that the set of average discharge rates in a tonotopic map constitute the neural encoding of the central spectrum. Temporal-place processing schemes incorporate temporal discharge patterns into the computation of a central spectrum (Delgutte and Kiang 1984; Goldstein and Srulovicz 1977; Miller and Sachs 1984; Seneff 1985; Srulovicz and Goldstein 1983) . Because complex tones have multiple peaks in their magnitude spectra, and their low pitch is related to the harmonic relations between these peaks, a pattern recognition process is needed to extract the FO. This task of recognizing harmonic patterns in spectral excitation profiles can be realized via Fourier transform operations or autocorrelations on the spectra (Wightman 1973'0; Yost and Hill 1979) , analysis of subharmonic patterns (Terhardt et al. 1982a,b) , optimal fitting to central templates (Srulovicz and Goldstein 1983 ) , or neural networks (Bharucha 1991; Cohen et al. 1994) .
Because the same information is present in the autocorrelation function of a signal as exists in its power spectrum, differences between theories of auditory form discrimination based on spectral-pattern and temporal autocorrelation lie not in the mathematics, but in the means by which pitch mechanisms are realized neurally ( Licklider 195 1; Wightman 1973a,b) . For every frequency domain operation there exists a corresponding one in the time domain.
Given the capabilities and limitations of auditory neurons, an analysis of periodicity pitch may be simpler to carry out in the time domain. A neural temporal processing strategy can use the harmonic structure inherent in time intervals and interspike interval representations to implement a harmonic analysis. For example, the fundamental of a flat harmonic complex (e.g., Fig. 1OC ) can be deduced by computing all of the subharmonics of stimulus components and finding the frequency common to the greatest number of subharmonics (Terhardt 1979; Terhardt et al. 1982b) . Finding the most frequent interval in a population distribution implements an analogous temporal operation. Here each stimulus component generates shorter intervals that represent its own period, as well as longer ones that represent periods of subharmonits. When intervals produced by all stimulus components are added together, relative numbers of intervals roughly reflect relative numbers of components sharing the same subharmonic periods. Thus, in this example, the most frequent interval present corresponds to the subharmonic common to the greatest number of stimulus components. Rather than inferring absolute frequencies of stimulus harmonics and subharmonics from population rate profiles (Cohen et al. 1994 )) a temporally based central processor must instead determine which interspike interval is most prevalent in a population of auditory neurons (Licklider 195 1) . Which pitch estimation strategy is ultimately simpler to realize neurally depends on the particular neural processing capacities (connectivities, tunings, time delays, integration/coincidence windows)
that are available at a given auditory station. In comparison with rate-place profiles, interval-based representations are much more stable with respect to changes in stimulus level, particularly at higher levels (e.g., Fig. 9 , A-C).
Above 60 dB SPL, the discharge rates of a majority of ANFs are saturated, so that the abilities of population rate-place profiles to resolve individual harmonics may be degraded considerably as levels increase. Arguably, placebased representations that utilize interneural synchrony and lateral inhibition (Lyon and Shamma 1995) coupled with central compensatory mechanisms for ' 'selective listening' ' and efferent control (Delgutte 1995) could potentially preserve spectral contrast at high levels. On the other hand, many critical questions also remain for purely temporal theories of pitch perception: whether the requisite temporal information is available at higher auditory stations, what forms such information might take, and what kinds of neural architectures would be needed to carry out an interval-based analysis.
Dual nature of auditory representations
The interval statistics of populations of neurons constitute a general, distributed means of encoding, transmitting, and representing information ( Cariani 1995; Perkell and Bullock 1968 ) . Because all-order interspike interval distributions form autocorrelation-like time domain representations of the stimulus, they complement place-based, frequency domain representations.
The distinguishability of high-frequency pure tones in the absence of temporal cues argues that central auditory mechanisms exist for using purely place-based information. The distinguishability of low pitches in the absence of place cues (unresolved harmonics, single-channel electrical stimulation) similarlv argues that central auditorv mechanisms exist for using purely temporal information. The existence of multiple pitch mechanisms is therefore not at issue. What is not yet understood is how time-and frequency domain representations might be gracefully combined in central auditory stations (Licklider 195 1, 1959) in a manner consistent with known neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. The close and pervasive correspondences between periodicity pitch and the pooled interval distribution of the auditory nerve suggest that mechanisms for processing temporal information may very well play a major role in producing the low pitches of complex tones. Exactly what the nature of that role is will remain unclear until the responses of central auditory neurons to complex sounds are better understood. 
